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1) Name: Garali Wajdi 

2) Nationality:  Tunisian 

3) Country of primary residence: Tunisia 

4) Current employer(s): National Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (INT) 

5) Current position(s): Head of Internet QoS department 

6) Are you involved in any ICANN related 
working groups? If yes, which ones?  GAC (Tunisian representative) 

7) Why do you want to contribute to the new 
2016–2019 MEAC Strategy Working Group? 

It is really important for the MEAC region to work closely on a strategy which enhances the region 
involvement to ICANN and related works. 
The most important is that strategy should be taken into account by the government policy makers who 
would gather their effort with the awareness of civil society and NGO. Over the coming three years 
the working group strategy would have to develop the Internet ecosystem within a multi 
stockholderism model and would follow that strategy nigh to decision makers. The WG would 
undertake the challenges and sorts out common expectations. 

8) Additional information (optional): 

I participated to many meetings related to Internet Governance (IG) as for Arab IGF and MEAC-SIG in 
many countries of the region: Lebanon, Kuwait, Tunis, etc. Also, I followed and attended the European 
Summer School in Internet Governance (Euro-SSIG 2015).  
Considered as the youngest chief in the Tunisian regulator I aim to give new bloods to the regulation 
processes with regard to my working fields at INT: Internet, DNS, ccTLDs, IP addressing. 
I am a member of ISOC Tunisia chapter and I was involved in organizing the Intercommunity hub in 
Tunisia in 2015 besides to the MEAC-SIG. In ISOC I lead as well an academic project aiming to 
integrate more students and young in Internet issues resolution and we concluded agreements with 
more than seven Engineers schools since I’m a teacher in two schools as well. This way will allow 
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young to be more active and concerned into ISOC activities.  
Furthermore, I’m dealing with Igmena and Hivos some hot topics through several new writings and 
events. Recently I have been invited as speaker in the Middle East DNS Forum and give intervention 
about Tunisian ccTLD. Last but not least, I set up an approach within the regulator toward IG 
recommendations, for instance I launched a national stockholders committee related to QoS Internet 
methodologies and performing measurements.  End of last year on November 2015, INT passed 
decisions based on the resultant consensus with regard to Internet practices (Net neutrality, traffic 
shaping, and quality of service). 

 


